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LeatherZ Mark2 Large Storage Base Installation Instructions 
 

Instructions for removing the console option in your Z3 can be found at: 
https://www.leatherz.com/pages/z3-console-removal-instructions 

 
Installation of Mark2 Base 
  
1) Remove any existing hardware from the console. 
2) If not already present, push on 2 “U-Style Clip-On Nuts” provided at the locations shown below. The U-Style Clip-

On Nuts slide in place. The flat side of the Nuts should face up once installed. 
 

 
 
3) Position the Mark2 Base into the console. The base will have room to move forward and back. If you look through 

the two holes in the bottom of the base, you will be able to line up the base with the nuts. 
 
4) With the Mark2 Base installed, drive the provides 2 #8 sheet metal screws in the appropriate holes.  Center the 

Mark2 Base side-to-side and tighten the screws. Replace the carpet and enjoy your new Mark2 Base  
 
Leather Care Instructions for Mark2 Armrest 
The most important factor that affects the life of leather is cleanliness.  You should try to keep your LeatherZ 
Armrest (and all of your factory leather) as clean as possible.  At least once per month, you should wipe the leather 
with a damp cloth and pat it dry with a soft cotton diaper.  Tiny dirt particles rubbed into the surface of the leather 
will make it shiny and eventually thin the leather and cause cracks.  Keeping the leather surface clean will prevent 
this.  Every 12 months, you should treat the leather with Spinneybeck Leather Cleaner and Conditioner.  The 
Spinneybeck leather maintenance products were specifically designed for the leather I use.  You can buy it directly 
from Spinneybeck.com or by calling (800) 482-7777. 
 
Customer Satisfaction 
If you like my work, please drop me a line and let me know. Tell other BMW owners. If you are not happy, please let 
me know. Let me make it right for you. – Andy Maddux 
 


